former

Models: Former 600
Superior quality of the finished product
- product fibers are not crushed or
destroyed. Low maintenance costs.

Suitable products:





coconut based sweets
chocolate bars
protein bars
nutrition bars and other
sweets

Forming products in any kind of shape.

The moulding machine works on the concept of moulding the product
according to the requested shape. Suitable for forming coconut based
sweets, for production of chocolate bars and nougets. Forming machine
Former 600 allows you to produce products in a rectangular, roundround,
triangular or any kind of shape. We are able to design the forms of any
shape. It is ideal for producers of sweets – various types of nutrition bars,
chocolate bars, coconut sweets, protein bars, chocoalte sweets and many
more.
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Easy and fast changeover to new
product

High speed production of exact-weight sweets.
Moulding former machine is suitable for almost all
types of products. The machine allows you to make
a variety of forms and work with different materials.

Efficiency

Forming Machine has highly reliable frame and provides production
capacity up to 800 kg / h, while low
maintenance costs guarantee good
value and quality. Hopper design and
feeding system provide easy cleaning
during the transition to another product material. Easy access for cleaning
and replacement of equipment.

Advantages:

 Product of almost any shape.
 Simple design.
 Simple changeovers make it easy
to produce various size and shape
sweets.
 Easily replaceable molding plates
guarantee a minimum changeover
time.
 High quality with excellent preservation structure.
 Includes a programmable PLC that
optimizes the molding cycle for
each individual product.

Forming products in any kind of shape

Product material is not crushed or destroyed on
Former 600 – instead it retains its natural alignment so
that the finished product has the superior bite, texture
and eating quality. The former poduces formed products with excellent shape retention and weight accuracy using only air to release the products. We are able
to design the forming plates in any shape you require.
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Technical drawings

Model

Former 600

Production max. kg/h

800

Width: B mm

1200

Height: C mm

2580

Lenght: A mm

3773

Power kW

3

Weight kg

1154
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